
Based on the movie FINDING NEMO, draw five arrows between 
“concepts” in the left column and “concepts” in the right column. (Do 
not assign any arrow to more than one item in either column.) Label 

each arrow with a “linking phrase” that describes each relationship.  In 
the box at bottom, write two new “concepts” from this movie and 

describe their relationship with a linking phrase. 
Dentist East Australian Current 

 
Marlin Fish Tank 

 
Dory Sydney Harbor 

 
Bruce School 

 
Crush Jellies 

 
 
 
 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

Based on the movie FINDING NEMO, draw five arrows between 
“concepts” in the left column and “concepts” in the right column. (Do 
not assign any arrow to more than one item in either column.) Label 

each arrow with a “linking phrase” that describes each relationship.  In 
the box at bottom, write two new “concepts” from this movie and 

describe their relationship with a linking phrase. 
Dentist East Australian Current 

 
Marlin Fish Tank 

 
Dory Sydney Harbor 

 
Bruce School 

 
Crush Jellies 

 
 
 
 

 
 



Based on the HARRY POTTER movies, draw five arrows between 
“concepts” in the left column and “concepts” in the right column. (Do 
not assign any arrow to more than one item in either column.) Label 

each arrow with a “linking phrase” that describes each relationship.  In 
the box at bottom, write two new “concepts” from these movies and 

describe their relationship with a linking phrase. 
Ron Weasley Hogwarts 

 
Hagrid Slytherin 

 
Draco Malfoy Diagon Alley 

 
Hermione Quidditch 

 
Voldemort Hogwarts Express 

 
 
 
 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

Based on the HARRY POTTER movies, draw five arrows between 
“concepts” in the left column and “concepts” in the right column. (Do 
not assign any arrow to more than one item in either column.) Label 

each arrow with a “linking phrase” that describes each relationship.  In 
the box at bottom, write two new “concepts” from these movies and 

describe their relationship with a linking phrase. 
Ron Weasley Hogwarts 

 
Hagrid Slytherin 

 
Draco Malfoy Diagon Alley 

 
Hermione Quidditch 

 
Voldemort Hogwarts Express 

 
 
 
 

 
 



Based on the movie NAPOLEON DYNAMITE, draw five arrows 
between “concepts” in the left column and “concepts” in the right 
column. (Do not assign any arrow to more than one item in either 

column.) Label each arrow with a “linking phrase” that describes each 
relationship.  In the box at bottom, write two new “concepts” from this 

movie and describe their relationship with a linking phrase. 
Pedro Thrift shop 

 
Uncle Rico Time machine 

 
Summer Big J’s 

 
Kip Dance 

 
Trisha Election assembly 

 
 
 
 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

Based on the movie NAPOLEON DYNAMITE, draw five arrows 
between “concepts” in the left column and “concepts” in the right 
column. (Do not assign any arrow to more than one item in either 

column.) Label each arrow with a “linking phrase” that describes each 
relationship.  In the box at bottom, write two new “concepts” from this 

movie and describe their relationship with a linking phrase. 
Pedro Thrift shop 

 
Uncle Rico Time machine 

 
Summer Big J’s 

 
Kip Dance 

 
Trisha Election assembly 

 
 
 
 

 
 


